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1. Introduction

The Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Protection

und Nuclear Safety (BMU) of the Federal Republic of Germany

establishes in its responsibility as the supreme regulating

authority a Nuclear Regulatory Research Program. This program is

now implemented by the Federal Office for Radiation Protection

(BfS), which is responsible for the administrative and scientific

tasks concerning radiological protection, radiological precaution,

nuclear safety, transport of radioactive materials as well as

i construction and operation of federal facilities for long-term

I storage and disposal of radioactive wastes.

s The necessary investigations for the successful management

of a safe of nuclear power plant operation are related to two

areas:

• v 1. Safety management for strengthening all factors that

••''/.•' contribute to maintain the plant within its boundaries for

1 safe operation.

- 2. Accident management (AM) to add further protection levels to

the defence in depth concept.

In the following, the investigations are described which

v are necessary to develop an AM-concept for German PWR, in

$.'• particular possible solutions of hydrogen problem resulting from a

%>. core melting accident. This work is an important part of the

': research program initiated and financed by the BfS.

2. Accident Management

The construction and operation of nuclear power plants in

the Federal Republic of Germany has always been supported by



research in the field of reactor safety, financed by the nuclear

industry as well as by the Federal bodies. The two key safety

principles valid from the very beginning , viz.,

- the multi-barrier principle: several fission-product barriers

acting in series,

- the multi-level concept: defense in depth (Fig. 1),

have been systematically developed and in accordance with these

principles design measures successively improved.
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Fig. 1: Multilevel Concept of Plant Safety

A concept for the 4th level must be developed respecting

further necessary measures for coping with or limiting the

consequences of events which were not explicitly taken into

account when designing the plant are investigated. It would be

discussed internationally using the term accident management (in

the Federal Republic of Germany, the expression internal emergency

protection is also used).

The objective of accident management is to restore the

plant to a safe, stable state in which the nuclear chain reaction

is essentially terminated, continued fuel cooling is assured and

radioactive material is confined (containment integrity) and to

minimize the consequences for the environment. The severe accident
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management strategy for a plant ist based on the analysis of the

plant response to potential accident sequences, the identification

of measures which have the potential to prevent or reduce the

extent of core damage and resultant consequences on the enviroment

and the identification of accident symptoms for use in diagnosis.

Those measures which are shown to provide a beneficial effect and

which are reasonably practicable are incorporated within the

accident management framework.

Examples of mitigative accident management measures in the

Germany are:

- Depressurization of the containment via filters for all LWRs.

- Equipment of control room and emergency conrol stations with

regard to accident management.

- Deplopment of the turbo-powered supply system of the BWR 69

model in the event of a postulated simultaneous failure of the

auxiliary service supply and the diesel emergency generating

units.

3. Measures against hydrogen

Considerable quantities of hydrogen can be released into

the containment during postulated beyond-design-basis accidents in

LWRs. This can result in a high hydrogen concentration which can

lead to high pressure and thermal loading of the containment on

combustion of the hydrogen. The objective of plant internal

emergency protection measures concerning hydrogen in the

containment atmosphere is the prevention of a failure of the

containment structure leading to an uncontrollable release of

radioactive materials into the environment.

The present discussion of the measures against hydrogen can

be divided into two fundamental strategies:

- prevention of the formation of inflammable gas mixtures by

inerting the atmosphere of the containment, and

7 - mitigation of the consequences of possible* combustion by

v limiting the local hydrogen concentration.

Inerting of the containment atmosphere is possible before

the occurence of an event leading to high hydrogen generation or

when symptoms and measured informations during the progress of an
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accident indicate that threshold values of the design basis could

be exceeded.

In case of pre-inerting, the containment atmosphere is

inerted before the .beginning of power operation. This measure will

be primarily carried out for small volume containments equipped

with a pressure suppression system. Post-inerting i. e.

inertisation during the progress of an accident, is at present

under discussion for large dry containments.

For the limitation of hydrogen concentration in the

atmosphere of the containment, two different methods have been

examined or realized already. In one case, deliberate hydrogen

combustion will be carried out after the gas mixture has attained

the limit of flammability. The goal here is to burn the hydrogen

at lower concentration and also to reduce the oxygen concentration

of the atmosphere. In the other case, hydrogen will be recombined

with the atmospheric oxygen by catalytic converters with large

surfaces already before hydrogen concentration reaches the

flammability limit.

On account of the relatively small volume of the

containment of the BWRs, it was decided to emply inertization.

Unacceptable loads on the containment due to combustion are

prevented by deliberately reducing the oxygen fraction in the

containment atmosphere even in normal operation. An inertization

concept was developed which took into account the personnel

' accessibilitiy requirements of the containment during normal

: operation.

. For PWRs with their large containment volumes, there exist

up to now no emphasized method.

A prevention of undue hydrogen loads in PWR containments

: ' might be prevented by hydrogen recombination devices and/or

•, ignitors (these methods have been developed with priority in the

! Federal Republic of Germany), but the discussion of an

{ inertization or a partly inertization as a possible (maybe

(. additional) measure is running.
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